
Perennials, Trees & Shrubs



Many people think there is no better red flowering Astilbe than 'Fanal', but we think

that 'Montgomery' is far superior. Its deep red flower color in early June is richer

and more vibrant than 'Fanal', but that's only the start of what makes this plant stand

out. Its foliage is incredible! It emerges from the ground bronzy red in the early

spring and, even as it matures to a deep, lustrous green as the spring progresses, it

retains an infusion of red color that makes it jump at you from the landscape and

enhances its red flower color. It's a perfect plant for partial shade and moist, well-

drained soil and is a knockout when planted in groups. Watch for even more color as the

hummingbirds make a bee-line to the open flowers!

ASTILBE

Height

16" - 20"

Spread

20" - 24"

Zone

3 - 8

Montgomery

1001340



Drought tolerant

perennial with

purplish red flower

spikes above bronzed

foliage. Ideal for

borders, woodland

gardens or mass

plantings. Excellent

cut flowers.

Purple Candles

ASTILBE
CHINENSIS

Height

3' - 4'

Spread

2' - 3'

Zone

3 - 8

1002300



The shaded woodland garden is one of the toughest spots in the landscape to find plants that will

thrive but, Visions in White Astilbe is the perfect summer blooming perennial for such a site.

Striking bright white plumes rise above a mound of glossy, deeply cut, almost fern-like foliage in

early June and continue to shine in these dark landscape spots right through early July. While its

compact, clump forming foliage adds great texture to the partially shaded garden both before and

after the flowers, it's really those fat triangle of pure white that will really grab your

attention. Thriving in moist, organic soils, 'Visions in White' is deer resistant and butterflies

will flock to its pure, bright plumes as much as you will! Plant it in groups for a stunning show

or use it in a mixed perennial container for a semi-shaded deck or patio where its bloom and

texture will shine!

ASTILBE CHINENSIS

Height

20" - 28"

Spread

12" - 18"

Zone

4 - 8

Visions in White

1004904



Broad leaves with deep cuts

are what make this variety

different from the others.

Not to mention the

incredibly bright lilac-

purple flowers that bloom

all summer. A shorter, more

compact form allows for

'Visions' to be planted

anywhere you have a shady

gap to fill. Blooms July-

August.

Visions

ASTILBE CHINENSIS

Height

15" - 24"

Spread

24" - 30"

Zone

3 - 8

1001566



This addition to the Li'l Bang™ series,

conceived and bred by Darryl Probst, is a

stunner with deep red, yellow centered

daisies that cover this plant's dense, low,

spreading form throughout the summer months.

Like all Li'l Bang™ selections, Enchanted Red

will thrill you with its color, intensity,

versatility and disease resistance in your

garden!

COREOPSIS PERMATHREAD

Height

8" - 10"

Spread

15" - 18"

Zone

4 - 8

Enchanted Red

1010847



Height

18" - 20"

Spread

18" - 20"

Zone

4 - 9

Blushing Pink

A floriferous variety

with sterile flowers

and mounds of dark

green threadleaf

foliage. Blooms in

shades of soft pink

appear starting in

early summer and

continue on for months.

COREOPSIS

PERMATHREAD

1010844



From the spectacular breeding of Darrell

Probst comes this dreamy beauty that features

orange-red pinwheel flowers with a yellow

center disc from July through September. This

selection is part of Probst's Permathread™

series that features a compact form and

sterile flowers that promotes long bloom and

long, strong disease resistance.

COREOPSIS PERMATHREAD

Height

15" - 18"

Spread

15" - 18"

Zone

4 - 8

Glowing Embers

1010842



DAHLIA
The enormous double crimson-red blooms, up to 10" in

diameter, on this selection, are truly as big as a

dinner plate! With such large flowers, 'Garden

Wonder' is still a very floriferous plant yet still

bears all those big blooms on dense, compact plants.

Excellent for borders and container plantings, it

makes a terrific cut flower for vibrant arrangements

and will bloom from early summer through early fall.

Garden Wonder

Height

24" - 30"

Spread

30" - 36"

Zone

9 - 12

1013203

*Considered an annual in our zone



DAHLIA
One of the best Dahlias for cutting, 'Purple Gem'

boasts 5" violet-blue flowers with tightly quilled

petals and deep red stems. As the blossoms mature,

the tips of the petals fade to soft silvery

lavender. Excellent for border plantings or in a

container for summer-long color. Hummingbird and

Butterfly magnet!

Purple Gem

Height

30" - 36"

Spread

30" - 36"

Zone

9 - 12

1013211

*Considered an annual in our zone



Make your garden as festive as the holidays with this

incredible blooming machine that sports massive,

summer long, 8" wide blooms with white and red petals

that take on more red at the flower center. Excellent

for border plantings or in a container, it is a

butterfly magnet! Considered an annual in our zone,

however bulbs can be dug up in fall and dried for

planting next spring!

DAHLIA

Santa Claus

Height

24" - 26"

Spread

24" - 36"

Zone

9 - 12

1013212

*Considered an annual in our zone



DAHLIA
'Tahiti Sunrise' produces

impressive blends of color

from early summer into

fall, with huge, 6"

red/purple petals and

bright contrasting yellow

in center. Compact grower,

ideal for container and

border. Considered an

annual in our zone, however

bulbs can be dug up in fall

and dried for planting next

spring!

Tahiti Sunrise

Height

24" - 30"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

9 - 12

1013214

*Considered an annual in our zone



Get ready for dark and dreamy as this exciting

selection covers itself with flowers featuring

stunning deep crimson petals surrounding a ring of

yellow central stamens all backed by alluring, deep

dark chocolate colored foliage. You just won't be

able to get enough of this plant's impressive color

and neither will your neighborhood butterflies and

hummingbirds! Considered an annual in our zone,

however bulbs can be dug up in fall and dried for

planting next spring!

Crushed Crimson

Height

20" - 28"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

8 - 12

DAHLIA DAHLIGHTFUL

1013220

*Considered an annual in our zone



Georgia Peach will get your mouth watering with an

unending display of delightful blooms featuring

pastel peach colored petals brushed with pink

surrounding a center cone of golden stamens. This

late spring to early fall bloomer is effortlessly

loaded with color above chocolate colored foliage and

is at home grouped in the garden or performing like a

champ in a container. A butterfly magnet! Considered

an annual in our zone, however bulbs can be dug up in

fall and dried for planting next spring!

Georgia Peach

Height

20" - 28"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

8 - 12

1013221

*Considered an annual in our zone

DAHLIA DAHLIGHTFUL



Luscious lavender color is this plant's calling card

starting in late spring and continuing until early fall.

This long bloomer makes a color statement all summer with

oodles of lavender daisies featuring rounded raspberry-

lavender petals surrounding and orange center disk that

is tinged lavender, too! Perfect in the ground or in

containers, this selection is a hummingbird and butterfly

magnet!Considered an annual in our zone, however bulbs

can be dug up in fall and dried for planting next spring!

Lively Lavender

Height

20" - 28"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

8 - 11

1013222

*Considered an annual in our zone

DAHLIA DAHLIGHTFUL



This selection from Plant Select has been catching the eyes of gardeners everywhere with its

fantastic, irridescent lavender flower color, a breakthrough that will add a splash of WOW to your

landscape. 'Lavender Ice' forms a super low carpet of fleshy, succulent, evergreen leaves on

prostrate stems that load up with buds in late May. These buds open soon after to reveal these

fantatically colored, daisy-like flowers that will almost completely cover the plant. It will

thrill you with its long bloom period that lasts from early June through August and its ability to

grow in the driest of soils once established. It's a great choice for hot dry areas or rock

gardens where it can trail aggressively among the stones to form a fleshy carpet that is alive

with drought resistant color. Plant this butterfly attracting, easy to grow beauty in full sun in

a spot that will not allow wet feet in the winter or even try it in a mixed container where it can

trail over the sides for a color spilling summer thrill!

DELOSPERMA

Lavender IceHeight

2" - 3"

Spread

12" - 24"

Zone

4 - 8

1004864



Large, fragrant clusters of

fringed, deep red flowers

with small, lavender eyes

which bloom from late spring

through midsummer. They rise

on short, sturdy stems amid

tufts of narrow, deep green

foliage. Great color for a

container or in the front of

the border in the garden.

DIANTHUS

Height

4" - 8"

Spread

8" - 12"

Zone

4 - 8

Barbarini Red

1006830



This bright colored

perennial produces

single, deep

magenta red flowers

atop a low mound of

glaucous blue

foliage. Use it to

edge sunny borders

and pathways.

DIANTHUS HYBRID

PAINT THE TOWN

Height

6" - 8"

Spread

16" - 18"

Zone

4 - 9

Red

1013689



Clouds of showy red flowers top this spreading

mound of blue-green foliage putting on an

unforgettable show from mid-spring through

early summer. So floriferous that every

pollinator in the neighborhood will take

notice, 'Electric Red' puts on quite a show

when massed in the landscape and is a blooming

fool in any mixed perennial container!

Height

6" - 8"

Spread

16" - 18"

Zone

4 - 9

Electric Red

DIANTHUS PRETTY POPPERS
1009769



DICENTRA FORMOSA

King of Hearts

This dwarf hybrid bears rosy pink heart-

shaped blooms all season long. Foliage is

grayish green and finely cut, yet provides

more substance and texture than Dicentra

eximia. An easy growing, disease-free

cultivar you are sure to love. Pink Ribbon

Plant™ to benefit breast cancer research.

Height

8"

Spread

15" - 18"

Zone

3 - 8

1004617



DIGITALIS

MERTONENSIS

Strawberry

Foxglove

Magnificent is the word that will come to

mind when you see the huge, pink flowers

spotted darker on tall spikes starting in

early to mid-June and continuing on through

July. Big, beefy foliage forms a mound

underneath this massive flower display giving

you a plant package that begs to be grouped

and admired at the rear of any semi-shady

perennial border.

Height

3" - 4"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

4 - 8

1000873



Any digitalis can be breathtaking but 'Camelot Lavender' is part of a new generation of

Digitalis that has so many garden advantages that it may make all other selections obsolete.

The Camelot series features plants that display great uniformity in the garden with

consistent, spectacular flowering in the first and second season in the garden, something

that can be hit or miss in other selections. Deep green, heavily corrugated foliage emerges

in the spring to form a basal mound from which a flower stalk rises starting in late May.

Buds and open in June to reveal tubular, deep lavender individual flowers with speckled

throats. What makes these flowers even more spectacular is that, unlike most other

Digitalis, the flowers are held horizontal on the stalk making for spectacular viewing.

You'll love the show as will the local hummingbirds and it is a perfect plant for livening

up a partial shade garden with show stopping color through the end of July.

DIGITALIS PURPUREA

Height

36" - 48"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

4 - 8

Camelot

Lavender

1004244



Talk about a spring and summer thriller,

this selection's basal mound thick,

large green leaves gives rise to strong,

tall flower stalks bearing beefy buds in

early June. The flowers open to form a

massive column of light peachy colored

flowers each with darker peach spotted

throats. These magnificent spikes are

perfect for cutting and the plants are

perfect grouped for display in the back

of any sunny to partial shade garden.

DIGITALIS PURPUREA

Height

36" - 42"

Spread

12" - 18"

Zone

4 - 8

Dalmation Peach

1010862



Get ready to be dazzled by this stunning perennial Foxglove that blooms early and often and won't

keep you waiting forever for bloom like some other perennial Foxgloves can. Large, thick, almost

felt-like oblong leaves form a fat basal mound of foliage by mid spring. Arising from this mound in

late May are thick, substantial flower stalks that are loaded with blunt, fat buds. These buds open

in mid June to show off deep lavender-purple flowers with heavily spotted maroon throats that are

nothing less than breathtaking. One of the great things about 'Dalmation Purple' is the profuseness

of its bloom...it really packs the big blossoms in on its flower stalks and distributes them

completely around the stem making them look even more showy. This selection will be a blooming

thriller in the garden into July and is a perfect early to mid summer focal point plant for the

middle or back of your garden. It loves full sun or partial sun and will thrive in a well drained

soil area.

DIGITALIS PURPUREA

Height

2" - 3"

Spread

12" - 15"

Zone

4 - 8

Dalmation
Purple

1010863



Superior genetics drives

well branched plants that

will thrive and bloom in

the first year from

planting. Great color

intensity and proven

overwintering performance.

Attracts hummingbirds and

butterflies. Use in

borders, containers, as

cut flowers or massed

ECHINACEA

Height

18" - 30"

Spread

10" - 20"

Zone

3 - 8

Cheyenne Spirit

1005952



Possibly the perfect

Coneflower, Kismet™ intense

Orange combines a dense,

compact form with huge flowers

and an incredible will to keep

on blooming! Buds begin to

open in late spring and

continue to show off

brilliant, striking orange

rays surrounding deeper orange

cones right until a hard

freeze in the fall.

ECHINACEA KISMET

compact form with huge flowers

and an incredible will to keep

rays surrounding deeper orange

Height

16" - 18"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

4 - 8

Intense Orange

1009714



Possibly the perfect Coneflower, Kismet™

Raspberry combines a dense, compact form with

huge,4" diameter bloom and an incredible will

to keep on blooming! Buds begin to open in late

spring and continue to show off brilliant,

raspberry pink rays surrounding orange backed

raspberry cones right until a hard freeze in

the fall.

ECHINACEA KISMET

Height

16" - 18"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

4 - 8

Raspberry

1009384



Possibly the perfect Coneflower, Kismet™ Red

combines a dense, compact form with huge

flowers and an incredible will to keep on

blooming! Buds begin to open in late spring and

continue to show off brilliant, slightly curved

intense red rays surrounding orange cones right

until a hard freeze in the fall.

ECHINACEA KISMET

Height

16" - 18"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

4 - 8

Red

1009713



No more summer "patio blahs" with this bright

and oh-so-colorful Coneflower covered with

bright yellow blossoms with a white central

ring surrounding a prominent orange cone. This

extremely hardy selection also features a

compact form that fits in many landscape

locations along with its prolific, long lasting

blooms. Awesome when grouped or in a container

and an incredible pollinator magnet!

ECHINACEA X HYBRIDA
SOMBRERO

Height

18" - 20"

Spread

18" - 22"

Zone

5 - 8

Summer Solstice

1013373



No more summer "patio blahs" with this bright

and oh-so-colorful perennial combination, all

in one plant! Vibrant flowers open with a

bright peachy coral, age to a rose and fade to

a deeper burgundy!  This colorful combination

will bloom all summer long while providing an

important food source for bees, butterflies,

and birds!

Height

18" - 20"

Spread

22" - 24"

Zone

4 - 9

Tres Amigos

1013375

ECHINACEA X HYBRIDA
SOMBRERO



This popular groundcover is a dense, woody-

stemmed, broadleaf evergreen to semi-evergreen

that features lustrous, dark green leaves which

turn dark purple in fall and winter.

Inconspicuous, greenish-white flowers may

appear in June. Makes an attractive edge along

paths or sidewalks, for erosion control, or as

an ivy-like climbing vine for covering walls,

chimneys or fences. Excellent tolerance for

urban conditions.

EUONYMUS COLORATUS

Height

6" - 12"

Spread

6" - 9"

Zone

4 - 8

1001705



This woodland native will charm you not only with its propensity to bloom, but with its

deep, dark colored foliage that adds spice to the landscape throughout the growing season.

'Espresso' has a dense spreading form that works well in the front of any planting and is

very tolerant of partial or even full shade conditions. Its foliage is deeply cut and a

dark red-brown color that serves as a colorful backdrop for loads of small pink flowers

that bloom from mid-May through late June. Native bees and butterflies use 'Espresso' as a

nectar source while small garden critters find its dense, spreading form provides

outstanding cover. Plant it in groups and enjoy the color show.

Height

12" - 15"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

3 - 8

Espresso

GERANIUM MACULATUM
1003333



HEMEROCALLIS

Prairie Wildfire

This outstanding, easy-care selection will send a

thrill through the early summer garden as huge 5' red

blooms rise above the green foliage. The flowers

attract butterflies and hummingbirds with their dark

red petals and yellow centers. This mid-summer bloomer

keeps the color coming for weeks! Very easy to grow and

tolerant of poor soils and some shade. Very showy when

massed into landscape waves. 'Prairie Wildfire' is

rabbit resistant, low maintenance, salt-tolerant, and

makes great cut flowers.

Height

18" - 23"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

3 - 9

1012242



Giant 6.5" flowers are unique in that half the petals

are a dark pink and the other half are a touch lighter

creating a beautiful combination that contrasts nicely

with the glowing yellow center. Considered a premium

Daylily because of 'Stolen Treasure's high quality

bloom and consistant garden performance. Extreme winter

hardiness means this plant will come back year after

year filling your garden with bright color that

attracts butterflies and hummingbirds as well. Plant in

containers or in massed in beds. Tolerant of poor soils

and other harsh conditions.

HEMEROCALLIS

Stolen
Treasure

Height

20" - 26"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

3 - 9

1012014



Spectacular color will

make you crave this

dreamy Daylily

especially when its big

peach to apricot colored

flowers with yellow

throats and ruffled

petal edges begin to

bloom in July. These 5"

blooms will have the

whole neighborhood

talking!

HEMEROCALLIS

Sweet Tart

Height

20" - 26"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

3 - 9

1010696



Just when you think you've seen it all in the world of Heuchera, you can always count on

Terra Nova Nurseries to find something different. 'Midnight Rose' is very different,

combining the deep, dark, luscious foliage of Heuchera 'Obsidian' with neon pink colored

speckles sprinkled throughout the leaf. It's an incredible color combination for the

landscape and makes a perfect carefree landscape plant that you can use with confidence.

What a perfect plant for the front or middle of any partially shaded garden or for use in

a container. Like all Coral Bells, 'Midnight Rose' is drought resistant, deer resistant

and, while not offering much in the bloom department, it offers great foliage color from

spring through fall.

HEUCHERA AMERICANA

Height

8" - 30"

Spread

12' - 18"

Zone

4 - 9

Midnight Rose

1010869



A super tight, mounding habit and luminescent

plum-purple foliage color highlighted with

silver veining make this plant some serious

garden eye candy.  White and pink flowers are

held on airy flower stalks in mid-June adding

to this plant's charm. Perfect for edging beds

and borders. Also makes a colorful addition to

the rock garden. Attracts butterflies.

HEUCHERA

Plum Pudding

Height

10" - 20"

Spread

12" - 16"

Zone

4 - 8

1002763



Clump-forming with broad green leaves bathed

in a silvery overlay and edged with a darker

green and red venation, this plant sends up

spikes of small white flowers in mid-June

that attract swarms of butterflies and

hummingbirds for their nectar. looks best

planted in groups. Tolerant of dry shaded

areas.

HEUCHERA AMERICANA

Height

8" - 30"

Spread

12' - 18"

Zone

4 - 9

Green Spice

1012088



HEUCHERA HYBRID
DOLCE

Get a splash of purple

in your garden! Large,

scalloped, incredibly

glossy leaves are a

bold shade of purple.

Charcoal veins accent

the leaves. Dark stems

hold rosy pink calyxes

and white flowers.

Height

10" - 14"

Spread

16" - 20"

Zone

4 - 9

Wildberry

1010952



Dark red, deeply lobed foliage emerges in spring to

form an upright mound that serves as the backdrop

for long, thin stems that rise above bearing white

flowers in May. Its striking year round foliage

color makes it perfect for massing in the front of

a garden and for creating a long season of color in

a container. Attracts hummingbirds and drought

resistant when established.

HEUCHERA
NORTHERN EXPOSURE

Red

Height

12" - 15"

Spread

15" - 18"

Zone

3 - 9

1011825



Large, deeply lobed, silvery-green foliage

sports contrasting vibrant burgundy veining.

Abundant soft pink flowers in May and June.

Perfect for mixed containers and for grouping

in the garden. Adds great color to shady

areas. Attracts butterflies and hummingbirds.

Height

8" - 13"

Spread

14" - 18"

Zone

4 - 9

Pink Fizz

HEUCHERELLA

1010981



Large, deeply lobed, silvery-green foliage

sports contrasting vibrant burgundy veining.

Abundant soft pink flowers in May and June.

Perfect for mixed containers and for grouping

in the garden. Adds great color to shady

areas. Attracts butterflies and hummingbirds.

Height

8' - 10"

Spread

16" - 20"

Zone

4 - 9

Eye Spy

HEUCHERELLA
FUN AND GAMES

1009801



You'll be ready to shout, 'Hail Atlantis' when

you see this plant's big, spectacular foliage

that features a wide margin of buttery yellow

color surrounding a center of emerald green.

The garden effect is amazing as each plant

forms a wide, colorful island that can turn

any drab shade spot into a focal point.

Perfect for grouping or outstanding as a

single specimen, you'll get even more color in

summer as stems of pale lavender flowers rise

above the foliage.

Height

24" - 30"

Spread

48" - 60"

Zone

3 - 9

Atlantis

HOSTA
1013151



HOSTA HYBRID
SHADOWLAND

Autumn Frost

This thrilling selection that traces in

ancestry back to that old stand by Hosta

'Halcyon' features thick powder blue

foliage surrounded on its margin by a

thick, creamy yellow band. It is a

breathtaking color combination on a plant

that forms a dense, substantial mound.

Strong scapes rise above the foliage

bearing lavender flowers from July into

September that hummingbirds love!

Height

10" - 12"

Spread

20" - 24"

Zone

3 - 9

1006612



HOSTA

Earth Angel

Now, one of the worlds favorite Hosta has

been improved upon! Hosta ‘Earth Angel’ is

a marvelous, white edged mutation of Hosta

‘Blue Angel’. Each 5' wide clump is

composed of thick wide pointed blue

leaves, each surrounded by a 1" wide

creamy border (yellow in spring). This

breakthrough is the first giant blue Hosta

to have a border...stand up and cheer!

Height

2' - 3'

Spread

3' - 5'

Zone

3 - 9

1008801



HOSTA

Royal Crest

The next generation of 'Royal Standard' is

new and improved with thicker foliage that

forms a polished mound of lush green in

the garden and large white flowers that

are so fragrant! Flowers rise above the

foliage attracting butterflies in late

summer into the fall.

Height

2' - 3'

Spread

3' - 5'

Zone

3 - 9

1013007



'Lion King' is a breathtaking Japanese Iris with extremely large, fully doubled white petals with

a wide flurry of purple on the edges. The huge flowers with their picotee edging nearly obscure a

hidden splash of golden yellow on the signal, deep in the center of the bloom. Flowering in mid

June and into early July, this easy to grow plant will thrive in full sun looking absolutely regal

in the middle or toward the back of a garden. 'Lion King' will look spectacular in a group

especially near a pond or stream bank where you can see the beautiful reflection of its bloom in

the water. And don't worry about 'Lion King' not liking the wet condition in this location...it

grows happily in wet areas without missing a beat. Long, sword-like leaves are deep green and

stiflly upright giving each clump a tidy, clean look in the garden throughout the growing season.

Height

24" - 36"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

4 - 8

IRIS ENSATA

Lion King

1004471



Lupines thrive in full sun or light shade in

rich, slightly acidic soil with good drainage.

Apply mulch around the plant to keep the roots

cool and for protection during the winter

months. Remove faded flowers to encourage

rebloom.

Height

16" - 20"

Spread

12" - 18"

Zone

4 - 8

Blue

LUPINUS
STAIRCASE

1010138



This Lupine breakthrough will bloom from spring

through early summer with towering spikes of orange

with red flowers. Lupine has always been a northern

staple but the Staircase™ series brings the joy of

Lupine even to warmer areas! This spectacular,

colorful bloom is perfect for cutting and attracts

butterflies and hummingbirds. Incredible when

massed in a landscape, long-blooming.

Orange

Height

16" - 20"

Spread

12" - 18"

Zone

4 - 8

1010137

LUPINUS
STAIRCASE



Lupines thrive in full sun

or light shade in rich,

slightly acidic soil with

good drainage. Apply mulch

around the plant to keep

the roots cool and for

protection during the

winter months. Remove

faded flowers to encourage

rebloom.

Red

Height

16" - 20"

Spread

12" - 18"

Zone

4 - 8

1010136

LUPINUS
STAIRCASE



A spectacular

colorful bloom that

is perfect for

cutting. Attracts

butterflies and

hummingbirds.

Incredible when

massed in the

middle of a

landscape bed.

Height

16" - 20"

Spread

12" - 18"

Zone

4 - 8

Rose

1010135

LUPINUS
STAIRCASE



Velvety green foliage forms a mound in spring that

serves as the launching pad for thick stems that

rise above bearing towers of big, bright yellow

blossoms. This Lupine is perfect for massing in the

middle of the garden and is the perfect cutting

flower, too. Even more colorful are the butterflies

and hummingbirds that will flock to this plant's

bloom!

Yellow

Height

16" - 20"

Spread

12" - 18"

Zone

4 - 8

1010133

LUPINUS
STAIRCASE



Easy to grow and aggressive, this fragrant foliaged selection will stake out a block of space in

any sunny to partially sunny garden and deliver beauty in the form of spectacular flowers and in

the many colorful garden creatures it attracts. Its distinctive square stems grow strongly

upright, loaded with deep green, aromatic foliage that serves as the backdrop for terminal buds

that develop in early summer. These buds open in July to a fireworks show of deep scarlet, 3"

long tubular flowers that are held in beefy whorls above the foliage that continues into

September. Hummingbirds and colorful butterflies find it impossible to ignore the nectar these

flowers provide and you won't be able to resist the colorful beauty. Plant 'Jacob Cline' in a

place where it can get big and has good airflow to further reduce the chance of mildew on this

highly resistant variety.

Height

3' - 4'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

3 - 8

MONARDA
DIDYMA

Jacob Cline

1003338



Deep green foliage packs tightly on upright

stems that form buds at the top in early July.

Buds open in mid July to reveal a solid veneer

of 2.5" cherry red colored bloom that continues

through late summer. Vigorous and heavy

blooming. Neat form makes it ideal for many

locations in garden. Attracts butterflies and

hummingbirds. Deer resistant. Good powdery

mildew resitance. Fragrant bloom.

MONARDA
SUGAR BUZZ

Cherry Pops

Height

20" - 24"

Spread

16" - 20"

Zone

4 - 8

1007351



Deep green foliage packs tightly on upright

stems that form buds at the top in early July.

Buds open in mid July to reveal a solid veneer

of 2.5" lavender lilac colored blooms that

continues through late summer. Fragrant blooms

attract butterflies and hummingbirds. Deer and

powdery mildew resistant.

Lilac Lollipop

Height

20" - 24"

Spread

16" - 20"

Zone

4 - 8

1007346

MONARDA
SUGAR BUZZ



This first class selection keeps its tiny,

dense, rounded shape all season long. Small,

grey-green, aromantic leaves are topped with

well-branched stems carrying spikes of sky blue

flowers. Ideal for border, mass planting,

containers or edging. Bright blue flowers

attracts butterflies. To encourage more flowers

prune back to half its size after initial bloom.

'Cat's Meow' is a durable plant that perform

well in average soils in full sun.

NEPETA FAASSENII

Cat's Meow

Height

17" - 20"

Spread

24" - 36"

Zone

3 - 8

1006760



Erect, stiff stems are topped with sweetly

scented, lavender-pink flowers from midsummer

through early autumn. The flowers are small but

there are up to one hundred in each cluster

creating a unique tiered effect. Strongly mildew

resistant, it attracts hummingbirds and

butterflies in huge numbers.

PHLOX PANICULATA

Jeana

Height

17" - 20"

Spread

24" - 36"

Zone

3 - 8

1008197



RUDBECKIA S.
Deep yellow petals

surround a dark

brown center from

mid-summer to fall

on this little

flowering machine!

Much denser than

'Goldsturm', but

with all the

summer flower

power.

Viette's
Little Suzy

Height

12" - 14"

Spread

18" - 24"

Zone

4 - 8

1002329



SALVIA NEMOROSA
A stunning bouquet of full, intensely blue-

violet flower spikes on a petite plant with

mounding, glossy green foliage. Perfectly

suited for use in a small garden, as a

vibrant container specimen, or en masse in a

border front. Its sterile flowers allow it

to devote its energy to producing an

abundance of sensational blooms. An

herbaceous perennial.

Blue Bouquetta

Zone

4 - 9

1010043



SALVIA

While the size of this plant stays mini, the

flower power is definitely maxi! Deep green

foliage on numerous upright stems are topped

with masses of small buds that open to

spikes of small, fuchsia-pink flowers backed

by wine red calyxes producing a stunning

color show in early June.

Bumbleberry

Zone

4 - 8

Height

10" - 12"

Spread

12" - 14"

1010958



Diversify your fall Sedum varieties with this unique yellow

flowered selection. Unlike most autumn stonecrops which

have pink flowers, ‘Lemonjade’ bears large 5-7” panicles of

bright citron yellow flowers which completely cover the top

of the foliage in early fall. As the cold weather sets in,

the seed heads take on rosy peach tones. This is a compact

selection with a stocky, upright mounded habit. It does not

split open when it blooms like so many older Sedums do. Its

grey-green, toothed foliage remains clean all season long.

SEDUM HYBRID

ROCK 'N GROW

Lemonjade

Zone

3 - 9

Height

16" - 18"

Spread

26" - 28"

1007854



This low, mounding perennial is a wonderful

filler for your flower border or container.

Its delicate, bubblegum pink flowers

blanket the light green foliage, making it

an exquisite choice for cuttings or dried

flowers, as well.

Pure Joy

Zone

3 - 8

Height

10" - 12"

Spread

16" - 20"

1005941

SEDUM HYBRID

ROCK 'N GROW



Outstanding form and foliage are the calling card

of this shade loving perennial. It's a beauty that

forms a tight, rounded mound made up of deeply

scalloped foliage that features a deep burgundy

leaf center surrounded by bright green on the rest

of the leaf. The result is very showy especially

in early May when short spike rise above the

foliage bearing clouds of creamy white mini bell

flowers that persist into early summer.

Height

10" - 12"

Spread

10" - 12"

Zone

4 - 9

Fingerpaint

TIARELLA

1009677



'Running Tapestry' may be a tough, easy care plant but this aggressively growing groundcover also

brings a beautiful, refined look to a shaded or partially shaded area. Heart shaped foliage crowds

onto dense, short, spreading plants carrying a pleasing green color, offset by speckled red veining

and a red central leaf area. This foliage forms a dense carpet that gives rise to numerous flower

stalks that carry profuse, small, white blooms above the plant from late April into June. These

flowers are an abundant nectar source for beneficial native bees and insects while providing instant

light to a landscape's darker spots. Plant 'Running Tapestry' in groups and enjoy the foliage and

flower show.

Height

8" - 10"

Spread

15" - 18"

Zone

3 - 8

Running Tapestry

TIARELLA CORD.

1003377



'First Glory' forms a low mound of attractive

deep green foliage that gives rise to numerous

spikes of dark royal-blue flowers. A compact

Speedwell selection, ideal for near the border

edge, in containers and the rock garden. Prune

off spent blooms to encourage more flowers.

Butterflies love these spikes of blue flowers

and can frequently be seen in droves drinking

it's sweet nectar. Deer and rabbit resistant!

VERONICA LONGIFOLIA

Height

14" - 18"

Spread

14" - 18"

Zone

4 - 10

First Glory

1010938



Height

4' - 5'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

4 - 8

Lemon Lights

A bloomin'

masterpiece with

an explosion of

lemon-yellow

scented flowers in

early May.

AZALEA
1001896



Height

4' - 5'

Spread

4' - 5'

Zone

4 - 8

Mandarin Lights

Very hardy, dense,

round growing

plant with

profuse, bright,

mandarin orange

blossoms before

foliage in early

May.

AZALEA
1001998



One of the earliest bloomers

of all azaleas, this

deciduous selection is an

explosion of pink color in

the early April landscape.

Unique in appearance with

flowers on leafless stems,

this compact grower later

reveals a deep green foliage

that has a solid landscape

presence.

AZALEA
MOCRONULATUM

Height

4' - 8'

Spread

4' - 8'

Zone

4 - 8

Cornell Pink

1000013



This aptly named hybrid is a superb selection

for any partial to full shade landscape. Late

June reveals a cloud of delightfully fragrant,

pink flowers that fill the area with their

sweet aroma and covers the plant with their

colorful beauty. Distinctive red-orange fall

foliage color will brighten any darker border

area that would welcome the presence of this

remarkable deciduous gem.

Height

5' - 7'

Spread

6' - 8'

Zone

4 - 8

Pink and Sweet

AZALEA VISCOSUM
1001502



A great shade tree with a

fiery red fall color

that's simply stunning!

Fairly quick growing with

bright green, textured

summer foliage, this

selection has a stately

pyramidal to rounded form

and holds up well in any

landscape.

ACER RUBRUM

Height

45' - 50'

Spread

35' - 40'

Zone

4 - 8

Red Sunset

1001654



BETULA NIGRA
'Heritage' is a fast-growing tree with layers

of brown bark peeling back to reveal white

inner bark. Chickadees, sparrows, wild

turkey, pine siskins, finches and other birds

love the seed. Glossy, light green leaves

turn yellow in fall and distinctive bark that

starts off reddish-pink and fades through

cinnamon to a creamy tan-white with age, and

which peels in thickly curled strips. Ideal

specimen.

Height

40' - 60'

Spread

30' - 40'

Zone

3 - 8

Heritage

1002203



Distinctly upright and

conical with a broad

base, this cultivar has

a large range of

landscape uses from

specimen to hedging.

Great green color has

year-round staying

power.

BUXUS MICROPHYLLA

VER. JAPONICA

Height

6' - 7'

Spread

4' - 5'

Zone

4 - 8

Green Mountain

1000860



Here's another terrific selection of boxwood that is a product of the perfect union between the

tremendously hardy and profoundly compact koreana and our "common" sempervirens, renowned for its

excellent leaf color whether in blazing heat or a deep freeze plunging to 20 degrees. But there's

more! 'Green Velvet' boasts luxuriant foliage on its low, rounded form with outstanding pointed

leaves that are simply irresistible and retain their green color well throughout the winter. If a

rounded, natural shape isn't what you desire, this is a magnificent cultivar for sculpting to the

shape you desire. Provide any well-drained soil, sun or partly shaded conditions and 'Green

Velvet' will thrive!

Height

2' - 3'

Spread

2' - 3'

Zone

4 - 8

Green Velvet

1000419

BUXUS MICROPHYLLA

VER. JAPONICA



CORNUS ALBA
A more compact form of

shrubby dogwood, this

selection has beautiful

cream-edged variegated

foliage and stand-out bright

red twigs that really

enhance the winter

landscape. Great for massing

or for use in slightly

smaller areas than

'Elegantissima'.

Ivory Halo

Height

2' - 3'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

3 - 8

1000478



CORNUS
STOLONIFERA

Arctic Fire

If you've always loved Cornus 'Baileyi'

for its red stems but hated it because it

was so big, 'Arctic Fire®' is sure to find

a home in your landscape. Compact and

dense, this selection gives up about half

of 'Baileyi's' size but none of the

fantastic, bright, fiery red winter stem

color. This plant is perfect for smaller

spaces and tough enough to shine through

any winter conditions!

Height

3' - 4'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

3 - 8

1003692



It's all about the flowers with this stunning performer. Mammoth blooms of up to one foot in

diameter last from June to September and actually get larger as the season progresses on this old

fashioned, durable favorite. 'Annabelle' was discovered in one lucky garden in Anna, Illinois, and

for flower size, duration and durability this arborescens eclipses all others. In fact, the blooms

are so colossal that the stems may not always be up to the task of supporting them so it's best to

plant 'Annabelle' en masse for support or to add a support cage and to prune less vigorously to

encourage stronger stems. 'Annabelle' thrives in almost any well-drained garden soil and will grow

and flower well in full sun with plenty of moisture or partial shade. Make sure you cut some

blooms for drying, too!

Height

3' - 5'

Spread

4' - 6'

Zone

3 - 8

Annabelle

HYDRANGEA

ARBORESCENS

1001534



Invincibelle Limetta® hydrangea is the easy way to experience refreshing summer color every year.

It's as reliable as the classic 'Annabelle,' but offers big-time improvements, like strong stems

that hold the blooms upright all season, and a dwarf, rounded habit that makes it perfect to plant

anywhere, from foundations to flower gardens. In early summer, spheres of lime green flowers

appear. They lighten to a soft green-white before turning jade green for the rest of the season.

They last clear through frost for a persistent show that takes practically no effort on your part

- they are great for both fresh and dried cut flowers.

Height

30" - 36"

Spread

36" - 48"

Zone

3 - 9

Limetta

HYDRANGEA ARBORESCENS
INVINCIBELLE

1010768



Introducing Invincibelle® Mini Mauvette® hydrangea - it's unlike anything that's ever come before.

Why? Well, it blooms every single year, even in cold climates and is impervious to bad pruning.

It's the same type of hydrangea as the classic and much-loved 'Annabelle' but instead of plain

white blooms, the flowers are a deep pink-mauve, and they're held up on strong, sturdy stems that

don't flop. The show begins in early summer and because Invincibelle Mini Mauvette® is a

rebloomer, it continues clear through frost for an endless supply of flowers for the landscape or

vase (both fresh and dried!).

Height

30" - 36"

Spread

30" - 36"

Zone

3 - 9

Mini Mauvette

1009737

HYDRANGEA ARBORESCENS
INVINCIBELLE



Dense and compact with deep green foliage, this

selection is a reblooming beauty with deep blue,

mophead flowers starting in June and continuing all

summer. Heavier blooming than Endless Summer® The

Original. All summer color. Deep green foliage along

with dark red stems add to its attraction. Easy to

grow. Perfect for use as a specimen or in groups.

Height

3' - 4'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

4 - 8

Bloomstruck

HYDRANGEA MAC.
ENDLESS SUMMER

1007498



HYDRANGEA PAN.

Bobo

This award-winning dwarf hydrangea will

enchant the landscape with its celestial

white flowers that turn pinkish in the

fall. These cloudlike flowers lengthen as

they grow and are supported by strong

upright stems, making Bobo a perfect pick

for tighter spaces in your border or

foundation planting.

Height

30" - 36"

Spread

36" - 48"

Zone

3 - 8

1005813



Get ready for a revolutionary new member of

the Hydrangea family! 'Limelight' will take

your breath away with its unique lime-green

flowers that cover the plant in big, poofy

snowballs starting in mid-August. Very

vigorous and very floriferous, this is just

the plant to inject excitement into the late

summer landscape.

Height

6' - 8'

Spread

6' - 8'

Zone

4 - 8

Limelight

HYDRANGEA PAN.

1003705



Boasting the same outrageous flower color that took the world by storm with Hydrangea Limelight®,

Little Lime® is destined to become one of your favorite small space plants with a tight, smaller

form that is 1/3 the size of Limelight®! Just because it's smaller, don't think that the flower

show is smaller. Without a doubt you will be even more impressed with Little Lime™ since it

carries just as much blooming power as its larger relative in a far smaller package. Good luck

finding any of its dark green foliage once bloom begins in early August! This plant will look like

a spreading mound of lime colored bloom that matures to white then to light pink as mid September

rolls around. What a show and what an easy plant to grow with very little demands except a half to

full day sun and the opportunity to be admired!

HYDRANGEA PAN.

Little Lime

Height

3' - 5'

Spread

4' - 6'

Zone

3 - 8

1004547



The absolutely fabulous Quick Fire Fab® panicle hydrangea shares the same super-early bloom time,

rock-solid reliability, and easy-going nature of the original Quick Fire hydrangea, but adds big,

full, showy mophead blooms to the mix. How fabulous is that? It's the best way to get the earliest

possible panicle hydrangea flowers, expanding the seasonal display by two weeks or more every

year. If you look closely at the lush blooms, you'll see each floret has an unusual cruciform

shape which gives them a textural effect you won't find in other panicle hydrangeas. As the blooms

age, they turn blush pink, then bright pink, then red, from the bottom up, making each one look

like a big delicious ice cream cone that goes from vanilla to berry as the summer progresses.

Quick Fire Fab provides 3+ months of flowers and color in your landscape or garden, and does it

all with almost no work or effort from you.

HYDRANGEA PAN.

Quick Fire Fab

Height

72" - 96"

Spread

60" - 72"

Zone

3 - 8

1012696



Strawberry Sundae® is a delicious new compact hydrangea from the French breeder of Vanilla

Strawberry® Jean Renault. Similar in many ways to Vanilla Strawberry® with one important

exception, its smaller stature. Flowers emerge creamy white in mid summer, change to pink and

finally to strawberry red. The flowers will remind you of a refreshing strawberry sundae ice cream

treat on a hot summer afternoon. With its compact habit this hydrangea can add color to a small

space garden or container and the fantastic flower color lasts well into fall. Excellent for fresh

cut and dried flower arrangements.

Height

4' - 5'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

4 - 8

HYDRANGEA PAN.

Strawberry

Sundae

1006549



Weeping trees lend an elegant silhouette against the

winter landscape with their exposed branches of

intricate design. Slow growing, and suitable for

smaller garden spaces, the graceful, cascading effect

of April Showers™ will soften your design and provide

a season-by-season display of beauty. In spring, buds

swell to garlands of pure white flowers. As the

flowers fall, dark-green, narrow foliage covers the

delicate limbs. And then, as the days of autumn bring

crispness to the air, bright, carmine-red fruits hang

like tiny apples from its branches. As winter

approaches, the elegant silhouette presents itself

again.

MALUS

Height

4'

Spread

4'

Zone

4 - 8

April Showers

1012593



Gladiator™ is an excellent ornamental tree

with a profusion of bright pink flowers

followed by small reddish-purple fruit on an

upright crown. Foliage is glossy bronze-

purple and disease resistant.

MALUS X
ADSTRINGENS

Height

15' - 20'

Spread

6' - 10'

Zone

2 - 8

Gladiator

1008471



Classic crabapple form with deep pink buds

that open to deep pink flowers that obsure

the lush foliage. Early foliage starts out

reddish purple and matures to a nice green.

Spectacular form is perfect for small spaces.

Massive spring bloom. Perfect for use as an

eye catching specimen. Easy to grow. Red

fruit is attractive to birds. Good fall

foliage color.

MALUS

Height

15' - 30'

Spread

15' - 30'

Zone

4 - 8

Radiant

1001935



Amber Jubilee was selected for its striking foliage

in glowing tones of orange, yellow and gold. Rounded

and dense in habit, this shrub, with its bold array

of colors, will stand out in your garden border or

make for an eye-catching hedge. Delicate white

blooms are produced in spring, and fall foliage is

highlighted with tones of red and purple, making

this ninebark appealing over the entire season.

Plant in full sun for best performance.

PHYSOCARPUS

Amber Jubilee

Height

5' - 6'

Spread

4' - 5'

Zone

2 - 8

1005791



The genus of Physocarpus contains some of the easiest to grow shrubs you can put in your landscape.

They are nearly carefree, with colorful foliage, great bloom and tolerance for almost any poor,

rocky, dry soil you can send their way. Unfortunately, they have always been big plants that take up

a lot or room, room that is, many times, hard to find in smaller suburban landscapes. Little Devil™

changes all of that with a tight, rounded, compact form and size that gives you all those great

Physocarpus traits in miniature. Little Devil™ loses none of the hardiness of its bigger relatives

and possibly even enhances its colorful foliage trait with dark red to maroon foliage that holds its

great hue spting through fall. It is also a strong bloomer small pink to white blooms that arrange

themselves in small, circular domes of color along its many stems in late May through mid June. Grow

Little Devil™ in a sunny location with well drained soil and get ready to enjoy the show, even in

small landscape spots!

Height

3' - 4'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

3 - 8

Little Devil

PHYSOCARPUS OPULIFOLIUS

1005370



PICEA GLAUCA

Conica

A compact, pyramidal

spruce that is very slow-

growing. It is widely

used in the landscape

because of its low

maintenance, slow growth

habit and rugged

dependability.

Height

6' - 8'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

3 - 8

1000023



Finally, a seed sourced Blue Spruce that is actually

dependably blue!! That's something worth celebrating

and you will once you check out this plant's pleasing

blue needles that stiffly whorl around stiff, ascending

branches to create an upright, pyramidal tree that is

hard not to admire. 'Baby Blue' can be used as a

specimen or grown together to create a stunning large

hedge or windbreak. 'Baby Blue' will thrive in full sun

and well-drained soil, just remember to give this big

boy some room to grow then stand back and admire the

color!

PICEA PUNGENS

Baby Blue

Height

40' - 50'

Spread

15' - 20'

Zone

3 - 8

1006066



POTENTILLA

FRUTICOSA

Goldfinger

Flowers are big, over 1"

in diameter and show

beautifully against dark

green, fine textured

foliage during their

summer-long bloom. Easy

care and a real summer

show stopper with loads

of flowering staying

power.

Height

3' - 4'

Spread

4' - 5'

Zone

3 - 8

1001108



The clear pink, semi-doubled flowers hold their color

longer than other pink potentillas, although they may

still fade under intense heat. This is an excellent choice

for cooler climate gardeners who want low-maintenance

flowers all summer long. Pink Paradise is so hardy and so

easy to grow...it will thrive in full sun areas and will

stand out whether planted alone or in groups, Deer

resistant.

Height

2' - 3'

Spread

2' - 3'

Zone

2 - 7

Pink Paradise

POTENTILLA FRUTICOSA
HAPPY FACE

1005858



PRUNUS X CISTENA
A very tolerant plant with intense purple-

red foliage that shows stunningly

throughout the summer. Small, single pink

flowers line the branches before foliage

flushes in late April and are very

effective. Good plant for hedging,

borders, or as an accent, it thrives in

poor sandy soils.

Height

6' - 10'

Spread

5' - 8'

Zone

2 - 8

1000145



Dense and compact, this selecion is one of the

most cold hardy Rhododendron and still

amazingly showy with huge round trusses of

deep pink flowers that bloom from mid to late

May. Compact form makes it ideal for use in

smaller landscape spots. Big, showy mid spring

bloom. Very cold hardy. Plant in groups to

form a hedge in partially shaded border areas.

Height

3' - 4'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

4 - 8

Haaga

RHODODENDRON

1007151



RHODODENDRON
A slightly more compact form of PJM, this

plant is a landscape stunner both for form

and flower. The purple-plum color of the

winter foliage serves as a great

background for the late April burst of

brilliant lavender pink bloom. More

concentrated flower power than PJM.

Extremely hardy.

Height

5' - 6'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

4 - 8

PJM Elite

1001706



ROSA
(Northern Hardy) Tough and

durable, this rugosa hybrid

loves to show off with big,

double white flowers and a

sweet scent that will have

you coming back for more.

'Blanc' is very adaptable to

tough landscape locations, is

own-root, disease-resistant,

hardy, and produces a

wonderful fall show with

showy, orange-red hips that

birds love!

Blanc Double

de Coubert

Height

4' - 5'

Spread

4' - 5'

Zone

4 - 8

1001837



This relative of the now famous 'Knock Out®' is more than

a "me too" plant put on the market to take advantage of a

famous great selling previous plant…much more! More

compact than its famous sibling, 'Double Knock Out®'

features a dense, rounded form, outstanding, disease

resistant, deep gray-green foliage and loads of deep

pinkish-red flowers with multiple rows of petals as a

compared to 'Knock Out®'. It's a great easy care rose

that will make the most rank amateur in the garden look

like a pro, because it is so easy to grow, so floriferous

and so disease resistant. Plant 'Double Knock Out®' in

groups, or in a container in a sunny spot and enjoy the

landscape magic!

ROSA

Double Knock Out

Height

2' - 3'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

4 - 8

1007430



(Northern Hardy) Like its relative "Double Knock Out®',

'Double Pink Knock Out®' will offer you a rose that is so

carefree in your garden that it will remind you of the

best flowering shrub you can think of with a hundred

times the color!! 'Double Pink Knockout' is a prolific

bloomer with loads of flower buds rising above its dense,

compact form and deep green foliage From May to October

and opening to the sweetest double hot pink, 3" diameter

flowers you'll ever see! It's a dream garden plant for

your landscape because of the color but also because it

is so carefree, so disease resistant that you'll want to

mass them in any sunny spot you can find so you can fill

your yard with season long color!!

ROSA

Double Pink Knock Out

Height

3' - 4'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

4 - 8

1007433



Oso Easy® Urban Legend ® is the newest

disease-resistant landscape rose in this

best-selling series. True-red, semi-double

flowers in early summer and continue

through the first hard frost. A crown of

lush yellow stamens in the center add

interest and contrast. Dark green glossy

foliage resists powdery mildew and black

spot.

Urban Legend

Height

30" - 40"

Spread

30" - 40"

Zone

4 - 9

ROSA
OSO EASY

1008272



(Northern Hardy) It's hard not to be impressed by the

sheer blooming power of this low, spreading charmer. Two

inch diameter, multi-petaled flowers appear in abundance

in mid-May and don't stop for a breather until late

September, continually showing off their terrific bright

fuschia color belnded with apricot at each petal base.

It's a real stunner in bloom and a real aggressive grower

that fends off disease as well as any rose you''ll see,

with its shiny, blue-green foliage remaining blemish free

and beautiful behind the constant flood of tasty bloom.

'Sunrise Sunset' is perfect for grouping in sunny areas

to cover ground and produce an outstanding, easy care

landscape show.

ROSA GARDEN PATH

Sunrise Sunset

Height

2' - 3'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

4 - 8

1008252



ROSA

A dense, rounded

mound of a plant

with a continuous

show of semi-double

purple-crimson

flowers. Very hardy

with bright red,

bird attracting

hips in the fall

and winter months.

Purple Pavement

Height

2' - 3'

Spread

3' - 4'

Zone

3 - 8

1006238



Iceberg Alley™, a native plant discovered by the Memorial University of Newfoundland and Labrador

Botanical Garden. Powdery, silver foliage of this small shrub is a great addition to the

landscape, adding texture and contrast when combined with other shrubs. Forming a rounded shrub

and does not overtake the landscape, reaching a height and spread of about 5′ (a bit shorter in
very cold areas and a bit taller in warmer zones). It blooms in spring with silver catkins, red

stamens and nectar for pollinators. Tolerant of moist soils and a good choice for rain gardens.

Grows best in full sun and tolerates pruning beautifully. Consider cutting the stems in early

spring for the decorative catkins.

SALIX CANDIDA

Iceberg Alley

Height

3' - 6'

Spread

3' - 6'

Zone

2 - 6

1012105



SALIX INTEGRA
Outstanding tri-

color variegation

of white, green and

pink make this more

compact growing

pussy willow an

interesting

landscape addition.

Easy to grow,

prefers moist soil.

Hakuro Nishiki

Height

6' - 8'

Spread

6' - 8'

Zone

4 - 8

1001986



SPIRAEA JAP.

Little Princess

Dense and mound

forming, this

selection puts on

an impressive

display of bright

pink flowers from

late June through

July. Easy care and

vigorous growing.

Height

2' - 3'

Spread

4' - 5'

Zone

4 - 8

1001121



SPIRAEA JAP.

Magic Carpet

A real improvement in gold

foliage Spireas, this

selection keeps its gold

color throughout the summer

and blooms heavily from mid-

June through July with pink,

flat flower heads. Nice,

compact form makes it easy

to use anywhere in the

landscape.

Height

2' - 3'

Spread

4' - 5'

Zone

4 - 8

1001801



SPIRAEA VANHOUTTEI

Renaissance

Everyone is familiar with x van houttei since it has

been a staple of the spring landscape for decades, but

'Renaissance' is better because it displays a much

stronger resistance to diseases. You'll be hard pressed

to find one single difference between the two plants

except 'Renaissance' is much more carefree and much

more able to deliver on the promise of being a great

landscape plant! So, enjoy the same fountain form and

incredible bloom that resembles a snowstorm only in

late May and June, and use generously in the garden for

its great looks when planted alone or in groups to form

an elegant border planting.

Height

5' - 6'

Spread

6' - 7'

Zone

3 - 8

1002091



A rare find, this superb selection come to us from the plant experts at Equinox Valley Nursery in

Manchester, VT. This exciting plant will be a superb addition to any shrub border and a magnificent

specimen as tall, upright branches top themselves with tapered triangles of buds in early May that

are approximately 1/3 larger than other Lilac selections. Its deep purple-red buds open in early to

mid May to reveal rare double flowers with all the traditional Lilac scent and lavender color that

you come to expect, just in a larger size. You'll love to cut one of these massive beauties for a

vase!

Height

12' - 18'

Spread

8' - 12'

Zone

3 - 8

Equinox Valley

SYRINGA

1012245



SYRINGA X HYA.

Some Lilacs seem reluctant to bloom but

that will never be the case with 'Lavender

Lady'. You will be amazed how it

completely covers itself with 6 to 9" long

cones of extremely fragrant lavender

flowers in early May each year. This

immense show of bloom happens in cold

climates or warm and it will outshine

other Lilacs in your landscape by the

sheer number of blooms produced.

Height

12' - 15'

Spread

12' - 15'

Zone

3 - 9

Lavender Lady

1012246



Showy, 3" long

panicles of fragrant

purple flowers grace

this dense, full

shrub in mid-May.

Leaves are deep green

and somewhat glossy

and tend to keep

clean throughout the

growing season.

SYRINGA PATULA

Height

6' - 7'

Spread

5' - 6'

Zone

3 - 8

Miss Kim

1001129



Bloomables® make it easy to have a garden

that blooms all season. It’s a New Age

for Lilacs! This compact, unique Lilac is

beautiful in both the landscape and

containers. It produces fragrant, white

flowers in the spring, is resistant to

mildew, and displays attractive foliage

throughout the season.

SYRINGA VULGARIS

NEW AGE

Height

4' - 5'

Spread

4' - 5'

Zone

4 - 7

White

1012820



It's the next big thing for Bloomerang! Dark Purple is a

bigger plant with larger, more rounded inflorescenses. It's

very showy in spring, and continues to amaze with fragrant

blooms from mid-summer to frost. This is a strong grower,

and will add beauty and fragrance to gardens from spring to

fall. Perfect as a stand alone specimen or stunning when

grouped to form a border planting, this selection is a

butterfly magnet and is deer resistant.  A light trim

directly after spring bloom will greatly enhance this

plant's summer and fall blooming prowess.

SYRINGA X

BLOOMERANG

Height

4' - 7'

Spread

4' - 6'

Zone

3 - 8

Dark Purple

1006557



Bloomerang® Dwarf Pink lilac naturally grows as a small,

rounded shrub, at just about a third the size of

conventional lilacs. It outperforms other lilacs with its

pure pink blooms that cover the plant in late spring, then

reappear throughout summer and fall. Dwarf Pink offers a lot

of versatility in the landscape. Plant it lining a walkway,

under windows, as a low hedge, or anywhere you want color

and fragrance with minimal care. Plus, it's vigorous and

resistant to disease. Just plant it in full sun, soil that's

not too wet, and enjoy the show for years to come.

Height

30" - 36"

Spread

30" - 36"

Zone

3 - 7

Dwarf Pink

1009985

SYRINGA X

BLOOMERANG



Pink reblooming Lilac!

This latest addition to

the Bloomerang® series

has the same multi-season

flower show, only this

time in pink. The

fragrant blooms will

delight gardeners in

spring, then again from

midsummer to fall.

Height

4' - 5'

Spread

4' - 5'

Zone

3 - 7

Pink Perfume

1007246

SYRINGA X

BLOOMERANG



There hasn't been this much buzz about a plant in years! People have been clammoring for

a reblooming Lilac for years and Proven Winners®/Color Choice® delivers with

'Bloomerang'™, a dense, compact plant with an intense mid May bloom followed by more

deliciously fragrant bloom cones throughout the summer and fall. Its May bloom is enough

to cover the plant with upright clusters of purple to pink flowers and produce a sweetly

fragrant calling card that will entice you into the garden. 'Bloomerang'™ then catches

its breath only to start is flowering journey again as early summer progresses. It's a

one-of-a-kind plant that is so easy to grow and has so many uses. It fits in most small

space gardens because of its dense, compact form and loves to grow in any full sun

location with moist, well drained soil. While it is perfect for a colorful specimen,

consider using 'Bloomerang'™ grouped to form a fragrant constantly coloring border

planting that will be the envy of your neighborhood!

Height

4' - 5'

Spread

4' - 5'

Zone

3 - 7

Purple

1004175

SYRINGA X BLOOMERANG



There are about 15 different species of lilacs found in nature, and Syringa hyacinthiflora is the

queen of them all when it comes to fragrance. And that's what makes Scentara® Double Blue the most

fragrant Proven Winners lilac yet! The cool purple blooms take on a blue tone in the spring

sunshine, each one full of petals for a delicate seashell-like effect. This very heavy bloomer

exhibits excellent disease resistant and a handsome, appealing shape that will look right at home in

your landscape. Available in better garden centers in 2019.

Height

72" - 96"

Spread

72" - 96"

Zone

2 - 8

Double Blue

SYRINGA X HYACINTHIFLORA

SCENTARA

1010761



Get ready for the Lilac that doesn't keep you waiting for a Lilac show in your yard. That's right,

like all the other Hyacinthiflora selections, 'Purple Glory' is a rambunctious bloomer giving you

loads of sweet bloom even when the plants are very young. Not only is this selection incredibly

dependable and floriferous, it's also a stunner sporting big cones of bluish-purple, fragrant

flowers that will fill your landscape with their heavenly aroma. Its mid May bloom will be a

singular event in your yard or in your house since its fragrant bloom makes an outstanding cut

flower for a vase. Plant 'Purple Glory' in half to full day sun and give it some room to grow to

become a spring signature in your landscape.

Height

12' - 15'

Spread

8' - 12'

Zone

3 - 8

SYRINGA X HYACINTHIFLORA

Purple Glory

1006385



Heavenly flower fragrance makes this

variety one of the most sought after

viburnums. Bunches of deep pink buds open

to mini-snowballs of creamy white flowers

in late April. Leathery, deep green

foliage turns wine-red in autumn. A real

landscape gem.

VIBURNUM

Height

6' - 8'

Spread

6' - 8'

Zone

4 - 8

Carlesii

1001140



VIBURNUM
DENTATUM

Here's a new selection of V. dentatum that

turns an old utilitarian plant into a

landscape superstar! 'Blue Muffin®' has it

all with a superb display of white flower

heads in mid- to late May followed by a

display of rich blue berries that you and

your birds will love. Add to that a compact,

spreading form and a blazing, burgundy-red

fall color and you've got a tough, exciting

plant that you just have to try!

Height

5' - 6'

Spread

5' - 6'

Zone

3 - 8

Blue Muffin

1003735



WEIGELA FLORIDA

A great new plant to

provide color throughout

the growing season with

beautiful, dark burgundy

foliage and an abundant

display of reddish pink

flowers that any

hummingbird will love!!

Foliage color intensifies

as autumn approaches!

Height

4' - 5'

Spread

4' - 5'

Zone

4 - 8

Wine & Roses

1003744



Rich red flowers

contrasts nicely

with the deep

green foliage

creating a

colorful combo

for the mixed

garden bed.

WEIGELA X
DATE NIGHT

Height

4' - 5'

Spread

4' - 5'

Zone

4 - 8

Maroon Swoon

1013060




